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Who will success ? 

Priorities of education





Competitiveness on innovation 

Between the different industries

Gordon Moore, in describing the trajectory of the semiconductor and 

computer industry, said that: 

‘‘if the automobile industry had experienced the same rhythm [as the 

semi-conductor industry], 

cars would drive one million kilometers in one hour, with barely more than 

one fuel tank, 

and 

it would cost less to throw away your car than to pay your parking ticket’’.

Gordon Earle Moore (born January 3, 1929) is an American businessman, engineer, and the co-founder and chairman 

emeritus of Intel Corporation.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Engineer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intel_Corporation


Economics of Education

 Democratic societies need to create citizens who are capable of 

participating in the project of shared governance.

 Education is a highly valuable good to both individuals and to 

society, especially to democratic societies.

 All societies benefit from productive and knowledgeable workers 

who can generate social surplus and respond to preferences

 Research further shows that education levels are correlated with 

health and wealth: the more education a person has, the healthier and 

wealthier he is likely to be.



The democratization of knowledge

Free, unlimited and with very low costs access to:

❖ Any person – from any social group

❖ At any part of our country

❖ At any time of daily life



The democratization of revenues

 Online learning

 Online working

 Online revenues 

 Airbnb

 Uber



Soft skills vs Hard skills 

COMPUTERS VS PEOPLE

TIM Cook CEO of Apple , said in his commencement speech 

at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2017, 

"I'm not worried about artificial intelligence giving computers 

the ability to think like humans," 

"I'm more concerned about people thinking like computers, 

without values or compassion, without concern for 

consequence.



YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT 2013

Cyclical or structural unemployment??



Shortage on labour force

Demand and supply – Education 



Structural challenges of labour markets 

GAP - 58 million new jobs 











“Eighty per cent of jobs that will exist in 2025 don’t exist today; 

we have to prepare our students and graduates 

for a world that’s essentially not possible to prepare them



15 More Companies That  No Longer Require a 
Degree — Apply Now

 Google and EY are just two of the champion companies who realize that book
smarts don’t necessarily equal strong work ethic, grit and talent.

 Whether you have your GED (General Equivalency Diploma) and are looking for a
new opportunity or charting your own path beyond the traditional four-year college
route,

 here are 15 companies that have said they do not require a college diploma for
some of their top jobs. Your dream role awaits

 2018 https://www.glassdoor.com/blog/no-degree-required/

https://www.glassdoor.com/blog/no-degree-required/


GREATEST SKILL SHORTAGE



LACK OF QUALIFIED



GLOBAL SKILLS GAP



MAIN  WEAKNESSES 





Which sector of economy will have big change 



The Hays Global 

Skills Index

Source: https://www.hays-index.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/Hays-Global-Skills-Index-2018-Report.pdf

The Hays Global Skills Index is an

annual assessment of the trends

impacting skilled labour markets

and examinees the dynamics at

play across 33 markets,

determining how easy or difficult

it is for organizations to find the

skilled professionals they need.



The Hays Global Skills Index for Italy

Source: https://www.hays-index.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/Hays-Global-Skills-Index-2018-Report.pdf



The Hays Global 

Skills Index



Thank you!


